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8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

top priorities

clear your head

to do

DISCOVERY DAY today

Set my BIG GOAL by reflecting on 

my passions and desires (page 11)
[ ]
[ ]Update resume w ith the  

Resume Checklist (page 12) 

Prep for networking lunch []

Lunch

][P ick & reseach
5 companies

Wake up, break-
fast, and coffee

->

-> 1
2
3
4
5

{ }Update 

social media profiles

Build Blueprint for job search

Define my Big Goal

Update resume & L inkedIn

Buy resume paper & printer ink

Setup informational interview s

Dinner

[ ]Update Vyten Blueprint for 

job search (page 14)

Commit to the 3-3-3 challenge (page 18)

Get good photo for L inkedIn

->

_________ in 3 days
________ in 3 weeks
_______ in 3 months

->

Send Discovery Email

Send Discovery Email (page 16)

10 min - Daily interview question practice

#vytendiscovery

Review Vyten Blueprint (page 14)
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Send your Discovery Email to your network to get leads & introductions

Can you tell me about yourself?

All our dreams can come true— if we 
have the courage to pursue them.

- Walt Disney

goal

1

2

today, I am thankful for:

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

am
no

on
pm

ye
s

no

today, I learned:

what was great about today?

daily challenge

daily interview practice

mood

accomplishments

Find my 
dream job

experience

education

drive, energy, and 
motivation

Our sample answers and videos 
are at http://vyten.com/practice/
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Everything starts w ith a dream.
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This is important to me because...

How will I feel when I achieve this goal?

What is the change I want to see in my life?

MY BIG GOAL
Take a moment to reflect on your dream job.

When I reach this goal, I will reward myself with:
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RESUME CHECKLIST
Your resume or curriculum vitae (CV) is your first step in the job search 
process. Having a great resume that showcases your experiences and 
accomplishments can be the difference between having several job interviews 
and not hearing back about your job application. 

We’ve put together a list of the top 20 mistakes we’ve seen job applicants 
make while putting together a resume so that you can easily avoid them.

Header with large name that stands out (while not being too big)?

Contact information included on header, including name, phone and email?

Uses professional email address (preferably not aol.com, yahoo.com, etc)?

Objective included only if changing careers or job type?

Education listed with most recent degrees or certifications on top?

Experience listed with most recent work or internships on top?

If months are used, are they all consistent (spelled out or numerical)?

Do all statements under experience section start with strong action verbs?

Do most statements include results or accomplishments (not just job duties)?

Each statement includes specific details to qualify or quantify results?

Are bullets and spacing consistent on each statement?

Is the resume limited to 1 page with margins?

Is the formatting consistent (dates, margins, periods, fonts)?

Are font styles (bold, italicized, underline) used consistently and appropriately?

Does not use any personal pronouns (I, you, he, she, they, him, her, etc)?

Standard margin space (0.5” or 1”) with plenty of white space?

Free of errors, spelling mistakes, typos?

Consistent use of tenses (past tense for prior jobs, current for current job)?

Does not include overly personal details, age, marital status, or religion?

Does not include “References available upon request” line?
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ACTION VERBS
Most resumes start with the same words that hiring managers have seen over 
and over again. This doesn’t help you showcase your accomplishments. Let’s 
switch out a few of those verbs with strong, compelling phrases that will catch 
someone’s eye.

Led a Project
Controlled
Coordinated
Delivered
Executed
Headed
Orchestrated
Organized
Oversaw
Planned
Produced

Brought to Life
Built
Chartered
Coded
Created
Developed
Founded
Engineered
Formed
Launched
Pioneered

Drove Results
Achieved
Completed
Delivered
Doubled
Exceeded
Executed
Expanded
Finalized
Generated
Surpassed

Saved Money
Conserved
Consolidated
Cut
Decreased
Enhanced
Lifted
Reduced
Refined
Saved
Streamlined

Improved It
Accelerated
Advanced
Boosted
Centralized
Maximized
Merged
Redesigned
Revamped
Simplified
Transformed

Managed Team
Aligned
Cultivated
Enabled
Fostered
Inspired
Mentored
Motivated
Supported
Taught
United

Help Customers
Advised
Assisted
Coached
Collaborate
Consulted
Educated
Fielded
Informed
Resolved
Supported

Researched It
Analyzed
Assessed
Audited
Discovered
Evaluated
Forecasted
Investigated
Measured
Quantified
Tested

Wrote It
Authored
Composed
Conveyed
Convinced
Defined
Documented
Edited
Promoted
Publicized
Reviewed

Oversaw It
Authorized
Championed
Directed
Enforced
Guided
Inspected
Led
Managed
Monitored
Verified

Achieved It
Attained
Awarded
Earned
Exceeded
Exceled
Honored
Outperformed
Presented
Succeeded
Won

Learned It
Accomplished
Acquired
Comprehended
Educated
Experienced
Grew
Mastered
Studied
Taught
Trained
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VYTEN BLUEPRINT
First job? 

Step-by-step guides for each step are 
online at http://vyten.com/blueprint/

Career Planning
Personality

Aptitude

Interest

Values

Skills / Ability

Job change?

Your
Career
Objective

All journeys begin here
or

Industries

Career Types

Geographic Locations

Career Requirements

Academic: Degree, Classes, Projects

Activities: Sports, Clubs, Leadership

Experience: Work, Internships, Volunteer

Job Type

Industry

Location

Resume
Coverletter
References
Social Media
Cold Emails

Job Boards

Networking

Discovery Email

Job Fairs

Find Roles

(if degree required)

#vytenblueprint
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Job Interview Prep Job Salary Negotation
Research Your Personal Value

Research Company / Role

Learn Negotiation Tactics

Practice Negotiation Responses

The Phone / Video Interview
The Traditional Interview
The Lunch Interview
Case Interview Questions

Your Opportunity Planner

Tell us your story! hello@vyten.com

Post a review:
http://www.vyten.com/reviews

Company Role Salary Date Applied Status Notes

Jot your ideas 

and notes here

Behavioral Interview Questions

Tip: Use a pencil on this chart

#vytenblueprint
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DISCOVERY EMAIL
Kicking off a job search is the biggest step to advancing towards your dreams.  
After updating that resume and cleaning up your LinkedIn account, the next step 
is to reach out to your network and start gathering leads for your next job.

This can be a scary next step. Who should you reach out to? What should you 
say? Is it okay to ask other people for help?

Most people want to help others, however, it needs to be easy for them to do 
so. If you’re interested in working at 50 potential companies across multiple 
industries, it may be challenging for your friends or colleages to know how to help 
you because your interests are so broad.

One of the best ways to help others help you is to get organized and specific 
about your request. This is where our Discovery Spreadsheet can help you out. 
We’ve created a Google doc template that you can privately share with your close 
network so that it’s easier for them to help you out.

Download the Discovery Sheet 
at http://vyten.com/discovery/

• First, narrow down your target 
companies down to less than 10-
20. There are many online resources 
to learn more about the companies 
in order to narrow your list. Use this to fill out the sheet with your latest 
experiences, target job roles, and list of dream companies. 

• Next, identify people in your network who may be able to provide you 
insights or information. This group could include friends, classmates, former 
co-workers, or other well networked individuals. Seperate the list into two 
groups: one with acquaintances and the other with your closest contacts 
(mentors, old managers) as well as anyone at one of your dream companies. 

• Then, send a mass email to your acquaintance network asking for their help. 
Include a specific request for job leads, job postings or introductions. The 
email should end with the details of your last few experiences/roles, target job 
roles, and dream companies.  Even if someone knows where you currently 
work, your email may get forwarded to someone you don’t know well. 

• On the same day, craft a personalized email to your mentor, former manager, 
and anyone who currently or previously worked at your target companies. 
This shouldn’t be a form letter and should be very specific about how you’re 
looking to get help from that individual.

Lastly, be patient, but don’t be afraid to send one (just one) follow up email 
and make sure you send thank you notes to anyone who was able to provide 
information!
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EXAMPLES

Hi Friends,

I hope you’re all doing well! As you likely know, I have been 

a Registered Nurse at Midtown Hospital for the past three 

years.  I recently completed my board certification as a Family 

Nurse Practitioner, and so I am now looking for my next 

challenge. I’m reaching out to ask for your help with any leads 

or introductions.

I am looking for a role as a Family Nurse Practioner at a clinic 

or hospital anywhere in the Dallas area.  If you know of any job 

opportunities, please send them my way! 

I’ve included a list below of my previous experience and 

certifications, target roles, and ideal practices. I’m also 

including a resume that can be shared.

Thank you so much for your help. I hope you’re all doing well 

and that we have an opportunity to catch up soon.

Jenna

Hi Jacob,
I hope you’re doing well.  I saw the photos of your recent trip 

to Australia, and it looked like an amazing trip!
I’m reaching out because I’m currently seeking a new role, and 

would love to shape the future of the way that people travel.  

As you know, I’ve been in the Marketing department at Zap 

Hotels for the past three years.I know you previously worked at Airbnb, which is on the top of 

my list of dream companies to join. I was hoping that you may 

be able to introduce me to someone in their marketing or HR 

departments.
Thank you so much for your help. I hope you are doing well 

and that we have an opportunity to catch up soon.

John

PERSONALIZED NOTE

MASS EMAIL
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3-3-3 CHALLENGE

three days

three weeks

three months

Change isn’t easy. This is why the Journal of Clinical Psychology found that only 
8% of people are successful at keeping their New Year’s Resolutions. However, 
there is plenty of research on how to drive successful changes:

•	 Stay	Focused - Don’t take on too much. If you set a goal to run a marathon, 
get out of debt, learn to play guitar, and get a new job all at once, you’ll likely 
fail. It’s better not to be all over the place with your goals. Focus on one goal 
at a time.

•	 Translate	Goals	into	Behaviors - Changing behavior involves getting rid of 
old, bad habits and replacing them with new ones. People who form new 
behaviors are able to reach habitual automaticity, where the habit happens 
automatically. The key is to schedule these actions and be specific about 
when, where, and how the habit will occur.

•	 Practice	Everyday	- Training allows normal people to accomplish 
extraordinary things. Marathon runners don’t have super muscles or lungs. 
The difference is in how often they train. Job searches work well only with 
dedication to daily planning, research, interview practice, and networking.

Take the first step! Plan out your desired goals below with the behaviors you want 
to from. What will you do? How often will you do it? Who will you meet with? 
What will you discuss?

I,                                             , am commit to focusing on grabbing my dream job.  I will be purpose-
ful about my top priorities in order to best plan my time and stick to my commitments.  Over the next 
3 days, 3 weeks, and 3 months, I will build these regular behaviors in order to drive my success.

In order to build belief that I can reach my goals and to have someone to hold me to my commit-
ments, I will share these plans with a friend, old co-worker, or mentor.  I’ll schedule follow ups with 
them in three days, three weeks, and three months.

signature date
#vyten333
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BUILDING HABITS

go to gym x x x
new habits sun mon tues thurs fri sat goal actual netwed

x x 5 4 -1
read book x x x 3 3

:)

When we start building our habits, our brains have to work hard to process 
new information.  Over time, as we understand how a task works, the behavior 
becomes more automatic, and the mental activity needed drecreases.

Charles Duhigg writes in his book, The Power of Habit, that there are three steps 
in creating a habit loop.

•	 Cue - A trigger that tells your brain to go into automatic mode and which 
habit to use.

•	 Routine - This can be physical or mental or emotional behavior.
•	 Reward - Which helps your brain figure out if this particular loop is worth 

remembering for the future.

In order to get rid of bad habits, you must replace it with a healthier routine that 
yields the same reward.  For instance, Duhigg writes: 

Want to exercise more? Choose a cue, such as going to the gym as 
soon as you wake up, and a reward, such as a smoothie after each 
workout. Then think about that smoothie, or about the endorphin rush 
you’ll feel. Allow yourself to anticipate the reward. Eventually that 
craving will make it easier to push throughout the gym doors every 
day.

With repetition, your brain will start to crave the reward to help make the habit 
stick. People must also believe that it is possible to change in order not to 
backslide. This is the final ingredient to ensuring that we don’t revert to our 
old ways. Groups are one of the most powerful ways of provide this belief 
and accountability. That’s why one way to start running is to join a jogging 
club or why joining Alcoholics Anonymous can help you stop drinking.

Interested in finding a group of job seekers to hold you accountable? Join our 
group online at http://www.vyten.com/. We’ve also have these new habits 
trackers on the monthly planner pages:
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INTERVIEW PLANNER
company

values

history

employees annual revenue

financial 
health

culture

reviews reviews

competitors

1

2

3

4

5

possible 
interview 

questions

salary

average min max bonusrole / company

notes

location

customers

mission
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Research company, industry, competitors, online employee reviews and salary
Prepare stories for behavioral interview questions (tell me about a time when you...)

Prepare questions to ask interviewers

Prepare and ask references for permission to share contact information

 W
EE

K
 B

EF
O

R
E

Print resume for each interviewer on good quality paper
Bring copy of references
Bring notepad and pen to take notes
Press or iron clothes for interview
Confirm interview location, directions, and if possible, drive there to verify location

Write down notes from each interviewer
Send thank you note or email to each interviewer

A
FT

ER
D

AY
 B

EF
O

R
E

Do mock interview with family or friend

Go to sleep early!

Arrive at least 10 minutes early. Clear your head and relax!

Focus, listen, take notes, and ask questionsD
U

R
IN

G

Turn off your cell phone (even vibrating phones can be distracting)

Make sure to confirm next steps and spelling of interviewer names and emails

Eat a good breakfast or lunch

1

2

3

4

5

situation

action

result

task

...had good teamwork ...improved something ...communicated well

situation

action

result

task

...customer/client happy ...adapted to change ...overcame hardship

Review job description, determine desired traits, and match to your experiences

Be patient and reflect on what went well / areas to improve

CHECKLIST
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SUCCESS PLANNER

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

today s  m  t  w  t  f  s

top priorities

clear your head

to do

_

daily refl ection 
or extra planner 
hours in the day

->

daily refl ection 
or extra planner 
hours in the day

->

[ ]Dentist 
A ppointment

plan out your 
time in 30 

minute blocks

undated planner so you 
can start pursuing your 
dream job at anytime->

stay focused by 
keeping priorities 

top of mind

->

open space to 
brainstrom, jot 
down notes, or 

draw plans

->

Work on Resume

Hot Yoga[[[ ]]]]]

Send thank you card

F inish Deloitte application
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daily inspiration quote 
or career tip

goal

1
2

today, I am thankful for:

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

am
no

on
pm

ye
s

no

today, I learned:

what was great about today?

daily challenge

daily interview practice

situation

mood

action

result

task

__

track your 
exercise 

goals here

track your 
vitamins or 
medicine 

here

track your 
water intake 

here

__
__

_
_

_
_

_
_

jot or draw a daily, monthly, 
year-end or lifetime goal 

and how you’ll feel when you 
achieve it

->

how do you feel 
today?

->

daily meditation 
and reflection at 
the end of the day

->

be ready for an 
interview at anytime 
by practicing daily

->

one task a day to 
move your job search 

forward

->


